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â€œWhich is the bad side of town?â€•As a stranger in a strange place, weâ€™ve all asked the

question. Now, the Stay Safe series provides streetwise travelers with clear, at-the-fingertips

answers. Each volumeâ€¦- Has been carefully researched, employing governmental, law

enforcement and other data; - Has been optimized for the kindle and compatible devices;- Offers

multiple pages of electronic street maps; maps that display in B&W or color according to the

e-readerâ€™s specifications;- Is comprehensible at a momentâ€™s glance, clearly pinpointing the

cityâ€™s sketchier blocks and neighborhoods; - Includes detailed personal safety advice. To read

what others think of the series, please check the listing for a companion title: the Stay Safe Crime

Map of San Francisco. While on promotion, it attracted over twenty reviews.This volume maps the

more dangerous, higher crime districts of Baltimore, Maryland.
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Up front, I was offered a free copy of theÂ Stay Safe Crime Map of San FranciscoÂ and was asked

for a review. I get a lot of review requests and rarely take authors up on the offers (I just have too



huge of a To-Be-Read pile). But this guide caught my eye. What a useful idea!I have a Kindle Fire

and read the maps on it. The maps are very clear, easy-to-read and use, with a limited zoom

feature. There is a larger map with areas delineated and marked with their common names - e,g.

Fisherman's Wharf, Telegraph Hill - and breaking the city into more manageable chunks. I do wish

each individual map had the identifying name PLUS the number on it so I didn't have to flip back

and forth to identify areas. The contents page IS interactive and able to take you directly to each

area with a click.The crime areas are marked with crosshatching. It would be helpful to have

different crosshatchings to show what TYPE of crimes are most predominant in a certain area. But

this is a great start.There is also a section on general safety at the end of each guide. Helpful

addition.I liked this guide so much I bought guides for:Â Stay Safe Crime Map of Baltimore;Stay

Safe Crime Map of Washington DC;Stay Safe Crime Map of New York City; andÂ Stay Safe Crime

Map of Las Vegas. It was interesting to see that large cities internationally, such as London and

Paris, are represented too.I would hope that with buying the guides I also get free updated

information on each city. Plus, personally I would love to get guides on Denver and Portland.I would

also think these would be very sellable in hard copy brochure form, clear coated, for old school

people without smartphones, etc. Also, the maps are easy to read on my Fire but I wonder just how

clear they would be on a much smaller screen, such as a smartphone.

STAY SAFE CRIME MAPS, designed and published by Michael Gard is a great application to have

on your Kindle, iPad, iPhone etc., for when travelling.There are digital guides and colored maps for

three dozen major cities available from the creator of Stay Safe Crime Maps, which pinpoints the

most dangerous sections of these cities. In addition, the author has great advice and tips on what to

do while travelling; If you attacked, If you think you are being followed, What to carry while touring,

Safety tips while at your hotel and others.In every major city, there are shady places we should

avoid, especially if we are not use to the city. When you're packing for a trip, you really should

include these guides.~ True Crime Author, RJ Parker
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